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Introduction. The object of this note is to develop and apply a certain

class of measure-theoretic partitions induced by invertible measure-preserv-

ing transformations on finite measure spaces. The utility of such partitions

is illustrated by the following examples which are considered, with others, in

detail below: (a) a generalization of Kac's theorem on the integral of the recur-

rence function over a measurable set; (b) some integral theorems for the exit

function, the natural complement of the recurrence function; and (c) a special

criterion for the ergodicity of invertible measure-preserving transformations

on finite measure spaces which may conceivably be of physical interest.

The concept of an invertible measure-preserving transformation, as it is

used today in modern measure theory, is a mathematical abstraction trace-

able to its well-known physical origin in the study of phase-space representa-

tions of conservative mechanical systems. In particular, it stems from Liou-

ville's theorem on the conservation of the phase-space measure p under an

invertiblj transformation 0,: p(<l>T1(E)) =p(E), where F is any measurable

subset of phase-space, p its usual Lebesgue measure, and <pt the phase map

indexed by time t, which is induced by the (generally unique) solution of the

Hamiltonian formulation of the phase problem. More recent physical exam-

ples of measure-preserving transformations which give further evidence of

the enduring potential interest in these objects may be cited: the transport

equations for photons and neutrons streaming in vacua give rise to measure-

preserving transformations. The measures which are conserved in these in-

stances are "optical volumes" of subsets of the respective carrier spaces.

Further examples arise in fluid-dynamic studies—in both mechanical and

electromagnetic contexts.

Preliminary definitions. A measurable space is an ordered pair (X, @)

where X is a set and © a <r-ring of subsets (the measurable sets) of X (i.e.,

a nonempty class of sets closed under set-difference and countable set union

operations). A partition of a measurable space (X, ©) is a countable (possibly

finite) class of disjoint elements of © whose union is X. A measure space is an

ordered triple (X, ©, p) where (X, ©) is a measurable space and p is a measure

on © (i.e., /i is a real valued, nonnegative, countably additive function on ©,

with /*(0)=O). In all that follows © will be a er-algebra, i.e., a <r-ring with

XQ<&. A measure space is finite if p(X) < oo ; in this case p may be normalized:

p(X) = l. A measurable set F is positive iff (if and only if) p(E)>0. F is a
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(measurably) proper subset of £ if £C£ and p(E) <p(F), E, £G®.

All transformations below will have as domain and range the set A of a

given measurable space. A transformation £ is measurable iff £_1(£)G©

whenever £G®. A measurable transformation T is measurability-preserving

iff £(£)G© whenever £G©; and iff T is, in addition, one-to-one and onto,

it is invertible. A measurable transformation £ on (A, ©, p) is measure-

preserving iff /¿(£_1(£)) =p(E) for every £G<S. It should be noted-that a

measure-preserving transformation need not be measurability-preserving. In

fact, examples exist [2] which show that, as the notions are defined here, a

transformation may be one-to-one, onto, and measure-preserving and yet not

invertible (by not having £_1 measurable).

A set EEX is invariant under a transformation £ if T~lE = E. FEE is

recurrent in £ iff there exists an integer A such that T~kFEE. FEE is said

to have a recurrent part (with respect to £) iff £ has a positive subset recur-

rent in £. A measurable transformation £ on (A, ©, /¿) is ergodic iff it has

only trivial invariant subsets, i.e., iff either /».(£)= 0 or p(E')=0 whenever

£G© is invariant under £, where £' = A —£. By the preceding comments

and definitions it should be clear that the notions of ergodicity, invertibility,

and measure-preservation are pairwise independent. Finally, in all that fol-

lows, for a given transformation T, let Tn, the nth iterate of T, n = 1, be defined

inductively as: £"= £n_l£, where Tl= T; and set £° = 7, the identity trans-

formation.

Recurrence and exit functions. The recurrence function (or Poincaré

cycle) used by Kac [l] in essence gives the "least time" required for any

point, which is propelled by a transformation on a space, to return to some

given set. It is this function which was of interest in Kac's theorem and which

at present forms the point of departure for the study of the recurrence-

partition of a general measure space:

Definition. Let T be a measurable transformation on a measurable space

(A, ©). Let £G®, and let «(-,£) be a function on E with range in the measur-

able space of positive integers such that, for each E, w(x, E) is the least positive

integer n with the property:

Tnx E E.

»(•, £) is the recurrence function on E.

If for some xG£, «(x, £) does not exist, we say that »(•,£) is not defined

at x. In what follows, «(•,£) always will be assumed to be defined on a given

measure space (A, ©, p) as follows: we shall always require «(-, E) to be de-

fined everywhere [p] on £G©.(') Further, to avoid certain inessential pathol-

ogies, we establish the convention that «(x, £) =0 for xEE', thereby extend-

ing in a trivial and harmless way the domain of definition of all recurrence

(') Here and below a bracketed measure symbol means that the statement just before it is

true except for possibly a set of /»-measure zero in a given measure space (X, ©, /i).
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(and exit functions below) to the whole space X. The physical significance of

the nondefinition of n(x, E), where xGF, is that the images of x under all

positive interates of T lie outside E.

A natural companion of the recurrence function «(-, F) is the exit func-

tion. Whereas «(•, E) gives the "least time" of return to a point of F, the

exit function gives the "least time" of exit or departure from F:

Definition. Let T be a measurable transformation on a measurable space

(X, ©). Let EQ&, and let m(-, E) be a function on E with range in the meas-

urable space of positive integers such that, for each xQE, m(x, E) is the least

positive integer m with the properly:

Tmx Q E'.

m(-, E) is the exit function on E.

If for some xQE, m(x, E) does not exist, then m(-, E) is not defined at x.

The definition conventions for m(-, E) exactly parallel those of «(-, F). In

particular, the physical interpretation of the nondefinition of m(-, E) is that

the images of x under all positive iterates of T lie inside F.

The study of the recurrence and exit functions is facilitated by determin-

ing the sets over which they are constant-valued. These sets in turn form

the basis for the class of partitions of the space (X, @, p) of interest in the

present work. Thus, in the case of «(•, F), set:

(1) Ei = {*:xGF, TxQE]

and for «>1,

(2) En = {x\x Q E, T"x Q E, T'x QE',t£j<n\.

Hence

(3) n({Ei},E)=j, 7=1,2, •••.

Suppose the sets E¡ are measurable. Then since the {j} are (singleton)

Borel sets of the measurable space of positive integers, we have

(4) Ei=n-1(-,E)({j}),

so that «(-, F) would clearly be measurable. To show that the E¡ are meas-

urable, it is sufficient to observe that

(5) Fi = T-'E r\ E

and that, for «>1:

(6) En = r fi (F-'F)'I H T-"E H F.

Since T is measurable, it follows that the sets T~nE are measurable for all

« = 1. Further, © is closed in particular under the operations of intersection
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and complementation. Hence, by (5) and (6) £,G© for jil. This proves

Lemma 1. The recurrence function n(-, E) is measurable [/¿] on £G©.

In a similar way the measurability of m(-, E) is demonstrated by first

setting

(7) Di = £-!£' H £,

and by defining, for «> 1 :

(8) Dn = J   D (£-'£') '1 H £-"£' r\ E.

The elements of the class 3)= {£>,-: j= 1, 2, • • • } are evidently the sets over

which m(-, E) is constant-valued with the value m(x, E) =j for xED¡. Re-

peating the arguments given above, now for m(-, E), yields

Lemma 2. The exit function m(-, E) is measurable [p] on £G©-

The pertinent analytical connection between the recurrence and exit

functions is given by

Lemma 3. 7/£G®, then «(•, E)=XE-Blm(T(-), E') + l   [p].

Proof. If xG£iC£, then the characteristic function Xe-Ei of the set E— Ei

has value xe-b1(x) = 0, so that w(x, £) = 1. On the other hand if xG£—£i,

Xe-e^x) = 1 and w(x, £) =m(Tx, £') + l, which is seen to hold [it] by virtue

of the definitions of «(-,£), m(-, E') and £i.

The recurrence partition. The steps leading to the proof of the recurrence-

partition theorem will be covered by a short sequence of lemmas. The pur-

pose behind the lemma-approach is to indicate the relatively high level of

generality of the component parts of the theorem and how, when they are

assembled to form the complete theorem, the cumulative effect results in the

necessarily sharpest possible form of the theorem.

We begin with an arbitrary but fixed measurable set £G©. Then except

perhaps for a subset Z of measure zero, the class (5= {E,:j=l, 2, ■ • • }

covers E. Furthermore, any distinct pair £y, £*G@, j <k, is disjoint. For if

xEEjC\Ek, then by definition of E¡, T'xEE, but since j<k this contradicts

the fact that A is the least integer such that £*xG£, which follows from the

definition of £*. Hence, we have

Lemma 4. Let T be a measurable transformation. For every £G©, the class

<2 = {£,: ;=1, 2, • • • } partitions E [p.].

Now under the action of the measurable transformation £, and its iterates

£* up to and including/—1, each E¡EE,j>l, is mapped into £'. Further-

more, ThEir\TiEj = 0 (the empty set) whenever l = h<i^j — 1. For if a

point y is in the intersection, then on the one hand since yE ThEj, there exists
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an xQE¡ such that Thx = y. On the other hand, since yGFvEy, it follows that

T'-'yQE. Combining these facts, we have T'-i(Thx) = T>~<-i~h)xQE, where

j—(i — h)<j, thus contradicting the definitions of «(•, F) and E¡. These

observations are summarized in:

Lemma 5. Let T be a measurable transformation and EQ<£>. The sets of the

class ©y = { r*Fy: i=l, ■ ■ • , j—l, j>l} are pairwise disjoint, and each set of

©y is in E'.

In general, the totality of sets in both ©y and ©*, J9*k, are not pairwise

disjoint. This desirable property is secured if T assumed to be one-to-one in

addition to being measurable. For if under this additional assumption the ele-

ments ThEi and F'F* of ©y and @* meet, we have the following two cases:

(a) if h = i, then since T is one-to-one T-h(ThE¡r\ThEk) = FyHF*^0, which

contradicts Lemma 4; (b) if h<i, then T-h(ThEir\TiEk)=Ejr\Ti-hEk9*0.

But k>m = i-h^l,so that TmEkQE'. This, with the fact that EjQE, gives

a contradiction. These observations, along with Lemma 5 yield

Lemma 6. Let T be a one-to-one measurable transformation. The union of the

family {©y: j= 2, 3, • • ■ } of classes induced by T on E Q © is a class of pair-

wise disjoint subsets of E'.

In general the class Uy°l2 ©/ does not cover F', i.e., the union of its mem-

bers is generally a proper subset of F'. However, F = F' —Uy"_2 ©y has the

property that T~1F(ZF, il T is measurable. For if y is a point in F_1F and

also in the complement of F, i.e., in FUUy% ©y, then necessarily TyQF and

FyGFVJUy" 2 ©j simultaneously, which is impossible [p].

Now, our present aim is to insure that F and G = FUUy" 2 ©y are invariant

[p] subsets of X. In view of the fact just proved, it is sufficient to require

that T be measure-preserving. For then, if Z—F—T~XF, it follows that

p(F)=p(ZUT~1F)=p(Z)+p(T-1F)=p(Z)+p(F), which implies that p(Z)
= 0, providing that p(X) < oo (the finiteness being needed to permit additive

cancellation). Hence, under these additional conditions, T~~1F=F [/i]. In

like manner it may be shown that T~XGZ)G [p], and also that T~1G = G [p].

Assembling these findings we have

Lemma 7. Let T be a measure-preserving transformation on a finite measure

space. For every FG©, the sets G = FUUy"2 ©, and F=G' are invariant [p]

under T.

Recurrence-partition theorem. Let T be an invertible measure-pre-

serving transformation on a finite measure space (X, ©, p). Then for every

FG©, the class ty={E, Uy°L2 ©y, F} is a partition of X, and the sets

G = FUUy" 2 ©y and F = G' are invariant [p] under T.

Proof. Since T is invertible (and hence measurability-preserving) the ele-

ments of the class ty are measurable. Furthermore, ty covers X. By Lemma 6
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the elements of U," 2 ©y are pairwise disjoint and (U¿12 ®j)r\E = 0. By defini-

tion FC\G = 0. Finally, by Lemma 7, G and £ are invariant [p] under T.

Corollary. If IG© is invariant under TandEEI [p], then E EG El [p]-

A brief comment on the hypothesis of the recurrence-partition theorem is

in order. The requirement of the invertibility of £ may appear to be overly

restrictive in view of the fact that none of the preceding lemmas on which the

theorem depends requires such an assumption. However, the additional re-

quirement is a consequence of the cumulative effect of the various hypotheses

which are now required to hold simultaneously. In particular, Lemma 6

requires one-to-oneness of T and Lemma 7 requires measure-preservation. A

moment's reflection shows that these two requirements along with that of

measurability-preservation of £ (in order to have elements of ©,- measurable)

imply that T is onto, and hence, invertible [p]. The corollary follows im-

mediately from the properties of the @y families. Phrased equivalently, the

corollary states that: G is the (unique [p]) smallest £-invariant set contain-

ing £.

Exit function partitions. It has been stated that the primary object of

study in this note is the recurrence partition. The exit function has been

introduced simply to show that a natural complementary approach to the

partition problem was available. Beyond this introduction, the two lemmas

below, and a calculation of some m-integrals in the applications section that

follows (Equations (11) and (12)), we shall not pursue the theory of the exit

function further in this work. Specifically, we note, in view of the equations

(7) and (8),

Lemma 8. Let T be a measurable transformation. For every £G@ the class

3) = {Dj-.j=l, 2, • • • } partitions E [p].

The proof is analogous to Lemma 4. Furthermore, we observe without

proof

Lemma 9. Let T be a measurable transformation. Let {E, £'} partition X,

and let 3) = {D,:j=l, 2, • • • } and (£' = {£/:/= 1, 2, • • ■ } be the associated

exit function and recurrence j"unction partitions of E and £' respectively. Then

for every integer j=l,

TDj+1 W TE'j+i = Dj.

Applications.

Recurrence-integral theorem. Let T be an invertible measure-pre-

serving transformation on a normalized finite measure space (A, ©, p). Let

«(•, £) be the recurrence function for £G©, and let £G© be the union of all

T-invariant subsets in the complement of E. Then
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(9) fn(-,E)dp = 1 -p(F).
J s

Proof. By Lemma 1, the recurrence function is measurable over F. By the

recurrence-partition theorem the complement F' of F may be represented

as the union of a disjoint class of sets:

00

E' = FU  U @y.

Since p is countably additive and T is measure-preserving,

p(E') = p(F) + ¿ (j - l)p(Ei).
J=2

By Lemma 4,

m(F) = E M(Fy).
y-i

Hence

00

1 = p(E) + p(E') = Z>(Fy) + p(F)
j=i

= Z f  n(-,E)dp + p(F)
y-l J Bi

= f n(-,E)dp + p(F),
J E

and the theorem is proved.

Corollary (Kac's Theorem [l]). With the hypothesis as before, but now

with p(E) >0 and T ergodic,

(10) f «(•, E)dp = 1.
J B

Proof. By the recurrence partition theorem, the sets G = FWUy"2 ©y and

F—G' are F-invariant [/*]. If T is ergodic and p(E)>0, where EQG, then

necessarily p(F) =0.

Ergodicity theorem. Let T be an invertible measure-preserving transfor-

mation on a finite measure space (X, ©, p), and let ty be the recurrence partition

of X induced by an arbitrary positive set E, with p(F) =0. A sufficient condition

that T be ergodic on X is that E contains no proper subsets with recurrent parts.
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Proof. Suppose T is not ergodic. The existence of a proper subset of E

with a recurrent part is proved as follows: First, by nonergodicity, there

exists a partition of A into two proper £-invariant subsets of A: {7, 7'}.

Since p(F)=0, X = GKJF = G [p]. Hence G = 7W£ [/¿]. By the corollary of

the recurrence-partition theorem these two sets partition £ into two proper

positive subsets one which is 77 = EC\I; so that/¿(£)>/¿(77)>0. By Lemma 4,

77 may be represented as the following union of disjoint sets: 77=U"_177

C\E¡ [p]. Since 77 is positive and p is countably additive, there exists an

integer A such that H(~\Ek has positive measure. In view of the fact that

Tk(H(~\Ek)EE, HC\Ek is the required recurrent part of HEE.

The condition of the preceding theorem is not necessary. Consider the

unit shift transformation T on the space {A6 = 0, 1, • • • , 4} of integers:

£x = x + l (mod 5). £ is invertible, measure-preserving and ergodic, when ©

consists of all subsets of A6 and when p is additive such that p( {x} ) = 1/5 for

every singleton. However, each subset £ of more than one element contains

proper subsets with recurrent parts (with respect to £).

The criterion given in the ergodicity theorem for the ergodicity of an

invertible measure-preserving transformation may conceivably be of physical

interest after suitable identifications of the abstract and concrete concepts

have been made. Consider for example the pairing of a finite measure space

(A, ©, p) with an experimental domain. Let some subset £G© be a region

directly accessible to the experimental probes. The latter may be used to

record the phenomenon of interest by means of photometers, neutron flux-

meters, magnetic flux-meters, heat flow-meters, etc. Thus A is the domain

over which the phenomenon occurs, © is the class of all measurable subsets of

A with at least one positive member £ accessible to the probes, p is the ap-

propriate measure (volume-valued, mass-valued, energy-valued, etc.), and

finally T is the process governing the spatial or temporal evolution of the

phenomenon of interest. The function «(•, £) then describes the recorded

recurrence of the phenomenon in £ after the phenomenon has evolved in A.

According to the ergodicity theorem and Equation (9), the ergodicity of the

process £ may be determined by: (a) examining the directly accessible proper

subsets of £ for recurrent parts and (b) by performing the calculation (9)

using recorded w(-, £)-values to determine p(F). If no proper subsets of £

have recurrent parts and (9) shows that /¿(£)=0, then T is ergodic. The

importance of these results from the physical viewpoint lies in the fact that

something may be deduced about the measure of a physically inaccessible

possibly invariant subset £ of A by suitable observations over a directly

accessible subset £ of A disjoint from £.

First exit-integral theorem. Let T be an invertible measure-preserving

transformation on a normalized finite space (A, ©, p). Let EES be arbitrary

and htn(-, E) and m( ■, £') be the corresponding recurrence and exit functions of

E and £' respectively. Then
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(11) f m(-,E')dp = p(E'-F),
J T{E-Bi)

where F is the union of all T-invariant subsets of E'.

Proof. By Lemma 2, m(-, E') is measurable on F', and by Lemma 3

j «(•, E)dp = J xb-bMT(-), E')dp + p(E).

By the integral recurrence theorem,

f      m(T(-), E')dp = 1 - p(F) - p(E) = p(E' - F).
J E-E,

Since T is invertible and measure-preserving, the appropriate change of vari-

ables Fx—>x can be made in the integral over F—Fi to get:

f m(-,E')dp = p(E' -F),
J  T(.E-B¡)

the desired result.

Corollary. With the hypothesis as before, but now with p(E)>0 and T

ergodic,

(12) f m(-,E')dp = p(E').
J T(E-EO

More detailed integral theorems for the exit function may be deduced by

using the recurrence partition of X directly. As an illustration of such an

application, consider the

Second exit-integral theorem. Let T be an invertible measure-preserv-

ing transformation on a normalized finite measure space (X, ©, p). If \E, E'}

is a partition of X, then

(13) f      m(-,E')dp = 2ZJ^-~^Fi)
J B'-F i-2 2

where F is the union of all T-invariant subsets in E'.

Proof. By the recurrence partition theorem, F' — F = Uy°l2 ©,. The integral

of m(-, E') over any image F*Fy under Tk of FyG©>, k = l, ■ • ■ ,j — l,j<z2,

is clearly

f     m(-,E')dp = (j- k)p(Ei)
J  T*Äy
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which follows from the definition of ©y and the measure-preservation of p.

Hence for 1 :£ A ̂ j — 1,

f   m(-,E')dp=3^-^-p(Ei),
J &,- 2

and (13) follows.

The preceding method of evaluating the integral of m(-, £') in terms of

the partition ® of £ (Lemma 4) can be generalized to a method of evaluating

the integral over A of any integrable function on A. We summarize this

method in the

General integral theorem. Letf be integrable on a finite measure space

(A, ©, p). If T is any invertible measure-preserving transformation on X, let

fk(x) =f(Tkx) define the functions /*, k = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Then, using the notation of

the recurrence partition $:

(14) f fdp=2Z(    'Èfkdp + f fdp.
J X /— lJ Ej   *«0 J P

In particular, if £ is ergodic and /¿(£)>0, then the last integral on the

right in (14) vanishes and the problem of the integration of / over X reduces

to one over E. One's interest in this theorem and all those above should in-

crease directly with the measure of the complement of the positive set E.

Generalizations. There are several directions in which the results of the

present study may be generalized. An immediate generalization of the recur-

rence function, for example, may be of the following kind. Let £, GE® be

disjoint. Let «(x, £, G), xG£ be the least integer « with the properties that

(a) T"xEE, (b) T'xEG, 1 :£/<«. In this generalization the complement £'

of £ has been replaced by an arbitrary proper subset G of £'. The recurrence-

partition theorem may then be extended mutatis mutandis to £, G and an

invariant subset £ of G. The proof of this generalized partition theorem goes

through as before; and in particular the generalized recurrence-integral theo-

rem takes the form

(15) f n(-,E, G)dp = p(EV(G - £)),
J E

which reduces to (9) if G = £'.
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